
Jewelry Trends Fall/Winter 2022-2023



The bigger, the better is certainly a true sentiment 
for this accessory trend! Dripping ornamental 
earrings that grazed shoulders were obsessively 
popular, and while we will all have hopefully quit 
Zoom by fall and winter, long, chunky earrings will 
still draw attention if you remain doing anything 
virtual. 

#1. Statement Oversized Earrings



This section isn’t about walking like an Egyptian but rather the 
cuff style of bracelet that is single-handedly bringing the 
fashion world to its knees.

#2. Bangles/Cuff Bracelets



#3. Over the Ear
Ear cuffs jumped up a level according to the fall 2022 jewelry 
trends, turning into full ear-covering jewelry. 



#4. Chunky Rings
Perfect for nightlife or the office, chunky rings give a bit of 
pizazz to any otherwise-boring outfit. So, while I wouldn’t 
cast aside all of your dainty rings, veering towards chunkier and 
more elaborate options is an excellent choice.



#5. Hoopla
Hoops have yet to and most likely never will go out of style. 
Simplistic and elegant, this style of earring has recurred 
throughout many runways.



#6. Choke Me
With the rise of the 2014 Tumblr aesthetic comes the 
reappearance of chokers.



#7. Y2K
Considering that low-slung jeans, pink hues, and other Y2K 
looks are still on the rise, it can’t come as much of a shock that 
lucite bangles, bulky rings, and other 2000s jewelry trends are 
popping up along the runways. 



#8. Pearls
Each season they capture our attention on the catwalk, 
accessorizing elegant looks with a sophisticated aura or 
adding funky details when used in original ways.



#9.Statement Florals
Get ready to see over-the-top florals paired with classic jewelry 
pieces—including chokers, bracelets, rings and so much more.



#10. Fringe
Swinging details are reigning supreme with jewelry, bags, and 
even a few belts showing off strands of various stones and 
threads. A tasteful and eclectic look, this is something to get 
excited about come fall.



Accessories Trends Fall/Winter 2022-2023



#1. Sidle up
Whether you want to clip back a few strands of hair from your 
face or add extra delicate details to your outfit with these sleek 
accessories, using hair barrettes is an accessory trend for 
winter that isn’t going anywhere. 



#2. Hairband
Headbands proved to be the crowning glory of the fall/winter 
2022-2023 hair accessory trends.



#3. Curvy Handbag
Noughties nostalgia has brought the hobo bag back, and Fendi, 
Off-White, and Marine Serre have some great ideas for how to 
modernize it. 



#4. Caps
From Gucci to Coach to Burberry, the all-American baseball cap 
was the dominant headgear on the catwalks.



#5. Balaklava
From Max Mara to Coperni, the balaklava hat or snood became 
the ultimate symbol of warmth. Despite getting some grief over 
being the cross between a hat and a scarf, this style of winter 
cap has been holding steady as a trend for a few years now. 



#6. Bedazzle Your Socks
Max Mara, Kiko Kostadinov, and Chopova Lowena built 
gemstones and ribbon details right into knee-highs.



#6. Multiply Your Belt
One leather belt simply will not be enough. Miu Miu doubled 
down, literally, on waist-wear with layered belts while Diesel 
turned belts into skirts themselves. The strappier the better. 



#7. Trade Neutrals for Shine
From Prada’s metallic pumps to Tory Burch’s shimmering green 
shoulder bag, glitz was everywhere this season.



#8. Lean Into Fluff
Call it the Emma Brewin effect. The British milliner’s popular 
furry hats—beloved by Rihanna—were a pandemic sensation. 
Now brands the world over are getting in on the fluffy action 
with shoes, bags, and hats in soft textures and oversized 
volumes. 


